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About This Game

A true test your wits and spatial reasoning.

The goal of the game is simple: forge a path for your convoy of trucks to reach its destination, but obtaining your goal often
requires a mix of smart resource allocation, clever route planning, and strategic thinking. Your AI and human enemies will try to

stop your progress with routes of their own.

DETOUR sports endless amounts of unique strategies, Adaptive AI opponents, 5 distinct modes of play, dozens of singleplayer
maps, unlockables, online play, an epic soundtrack, and much, much more!
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Visibility is a very, very dark game. It is very hard (nearly impossible) to see the structure of the levels. So the game is really
harder than i thought it would be. It is entertaining and really worth the money. You have to be patient and concentrated, to
make it through the levels! I played already 30 minutes and only made it trough the first two proper levels. So it will take some
time to finish the game. I already love this game and it's beautiful soundtrack!
But there are still some things i miss:
- Fullscreen
- A longer soundtrack
But i think this will come with patches in the near future. ^^ I highly recommend to play this game at night for relaxing
gameplay ;)

Edit: Fullscreen got patched!. *Loads game up*
*Options appear*
*Turns sound down*
*No Button to go back*
*Try's Esc, Backspace, O and Delele"
*Nothing happens*
*ALT + F4*
*Loads game up and goes on mission 1*
*Trys to move camera with WASD*
*Accidentally swap building selected*
* ALT +F4*
*Requests Refund*

-10\/10 Would buy again. Haven't delved to deeply in to the game but so far it looks like at lot of fun.. Haven't delved to deeply
in to the game but so far it looks like at lot of fun.. This game is just as much fun to play as it was when it came out back in the
mid 2000s.
For me it works fine on Windows 10 and I've never had any problem while running the game, although others have encountered
dificulties on this OS.

It's definitely worth a try.. I used to play this game all the time when I was young on the XBox 360.

Now I have it in my collection till the end of time. Or Steam. And I love it.. One of the few MMORPG's left that didn't forget
about being a role-playing game
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A short puzzle game, it was fun and I enjoyed it. Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
Cheapest game i've seen in a while...
Not just the price...

In my opinion not worth the few cents.... Maybe a little bit of R&D needed, finishing the tutorial left me with the information
sig of the piece all over the screen and it made it impossible to do anything...

I can't recommend this game in it's current state even though it gave me a big amount of laughs as soon as the dancer attacked,
that was hilarious and worth the money but I still wouldn't recommend it to anyone in its current state.. Easy 100% \/ 10min.
This game is fantastic.

DETOUR Daily Deal! 66% off!:
DETOUR is the daily Steam deal today!

Spread the word, tell your friends!

And remind us to update this sooner!

<3 Thanks for all the support, and a huge thanks to everyone who is playing DETOUR!. DETOUR v1.2 patch and MORE!:
We haven't updated our Steam group, so... Let's do it! Here's the latest news n' happenings!

DETOUR v1.2 patch notes of patching
Truck themes and achievements added!
<a>http://www.sandswept.net/archives/1247[/url]

(Old) DETOUR v1.1 patch notes
<a>http://www.sandswept.net/archives/1226[/url]

We'd love to see more faces over at Sandswept.net! Join up on our forums! It's quick, painless, and there's plenty of discussion
to go about! And if there isn't, make some!

<a>http://www.sandswept.net/forums/[/url]

Big thank you to every one who has picked up and enjoyed DETOUR! You rock!

Pardon Our Dust!. Message from Zag:
Hey, DETOUR players!

(All four of you.)

We made this game a long time ago. I was around 18 or 19 when this released, and I'm 28 now. The game changed hands once
for about a 2 year period (it wasn't making money, and another company wanted to see if they could get some dollars out of it --
so I said sure!)

Anyway, it's back in my possession, and it's all back to where it was in term of weird store stuff and endless giveaways.

If you want to pick it up, it's fun, but there's no official support for the game's future. Maybe I'll make a sequel one day! It has
some really unique gameplay, and I'm glad we got a chance to create it.

If you have any questions about the game, hit me up.

As for now, I'm working on Unfortunate Spacemen, on Steam, so follow my new stuff I'm doing on twitter; @geoffkeene or 
@UnfortSpacemen for the new game.
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HONK HONK.
- Zag
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